
HOW TO WRITE A SCRIPT BREAKDOWN SHEETS

We've also included a free script breakdown sheet template. Creating a script breakdown is when you tag various
â€œelementsâ€• in a scene to better understand.

This is done before production begins as it can affect the order of your shooting schedule. After that, reorder
scenes to create the shooting schedule, and spin off call sheets from the day breaks to send to your cast and
crew. You import your script right from Final Draft and it generates strips with all the metadata you need:
scene headings, script content, cast members per scene, page lengths. On a typical dialogue-heavy indie
production, you can expect to shoot roughly 5 pages per day where one page equals one minute of screen time.
Tag elements like props, wardrobe, and cast. Already imported your script to create your script breakdown?
Character names should be consistent as well. You even know how to go all the way to making your shooting
schedule. Most screenwriting software will allow you to do this, like Final Draft and Celtx, but you can
always go analog and assign your own colors and go to town with a bunch of highlighters on a hard copy. This
is the summary list of all the elements in a specific scene. Film Shooting Schedule Template Use a shooting
schedule template to manually input scenes into a spreadsheet for reordering. If you are shooting a western,
you may need to add categories for horses and weapons. No need to import it again. Follow these steps to
effectively mark up your script. The benefit? Script Breakdown Colors 5. Beyond the emotional connection,
the more familiar you are with the story, the more likely you will be to identify all the elements once you
begin marking the script. So go prepare for your shoot! Cartoonists who both write and draw their own work
sometimes begin with a script and do their own breakdowns, and sometimes work through drawings without a
separate script. Scene headers should be formatted only as D or N day or night.


